
 
 

 

 

 

Price Sheet 

Sniff & Stroll                                                                                                 Starting at $20 

Purchased by the walk or by the week. Ms. Hound will leash up and lead your dogs around your immediate 

neighborhood, on approximately 30-60 minute adventures. Great for owners of anxious pups who need a check-in or 

pee break in the middle of the day. 

Fetch, Frolic & Free-Time                                                                        $60 Per Excursion 

Our adventure package: 1 hour & 15 minute exploratory trips to parks, creeks, and trails for hiking, fetch, nature 

walks and endless small-creature chasing. Parks such as Cochran Mill, Sweetwater Creek, Dog River & Clinton Nature 

Preserve are just a few of our destinations. Perfect for wearing out high-energy dogs, keeping intelligent working 

breeds busy and letting any pup experience the call of the wild. 

Sit, Stay & Play                                                                                                  $60 Per Day 

Ms. Hound visits your doghouse 3 times for 45 minutes each during vacations to feed, play with your pooches and 

stroll around your immediate neighborhood.  We also bring in the mail, water plants, and check on the security of 

your home.  Reasonable, reliable, and perfect for hardworking owners with restless or destructive dogs or frequent 

travelers. 

Bath & Belly Rub                                                                                           Starting at $35 

Basic wash, dry and brush-outs for dogs located within 10 miles of Ms. Hound HQ. No grooming. Let us pick up your 

dirty dog and return him or her clean and ready to roll in the yard. Again. 

Pet Polish                                                                                                                        $15 

Wonderful for owners whose canine doesn’t need the whole Bath & Belly Rub but still needs to freshen up. This will 

also help to keep the dander and dust down in your home. The polish includes a damp towel off, a swift brush-out and 

a deodorizing spritz. 

Doggy Doody                                                                                                                   $20 

Ms. Hound will take the time to remove all the ‘doody’ from your yard and will properly dispose of it in your outside 

trash where it’s least likely to end up on your shoe.  This service is also great for owners whose dog has ‘eccentric’ 

tastes.  Schedule as a regular service or before you have guests! 

Á La Carte Items 

Nail Trim (available with bath only)                $10 

Teeth Brushing (available with bath only)               $15 

Brush Out                   $10 

Approved Slip-Collar                                                                                                                                       $10 

Approved Harness                                                                                                                                          $25 

Coupling Leash                                                                                                                                              $20 

Lock-Box                                                                                                                                                       $35 

 


